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Western Power's submission
1

Context

1.1

Background to Western Power
Western Power is a statutory authority established under the Electricity Corporations Act
2005 (WA). It provides an essential public service using assets which, if inappropriately
contacted, present an inherent risk to the public.
Western Power is a 'network operator' under electrical safety legislation, which is
administered by Building and Energy. 1 It is also presently subject to general industry
safety obligations under the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 (WA) (OSH Act)
and the Occupational Safety and Health Regulations 1996 (WA) (OSH Regulations).
Significant characteristics of Western Power's electricity network include the:
(a)

location and extent of network assets;

(b)

essential public service provided using these assets;

(c)

funding limitations for the management of network assets; and

(d)

statutory monopoly status of the service it provides.

Western Power makes the below submissions in this unique operational and regulatory
context.

1.2

Overview of this submission
Western Power welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback on the Consultation
Package issued on 26 August 2019 by the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and
Safety (DMIRS)2, in respect of new work health and safety (WHS) regulations for Western
Australia. These regulations are intended to be made under the Work Health and Safety
Bill, if this legislation is introduced and passed by Western Australian Parliament (WHS
Bill).
For general industry, the Consultation Package recommends adopting and, to some
extent, amending Safe Work Australia's model Work Health and Safety Regulations
(Model Regulations). DMIRS recommends doing so by introducing the Work Health and
Safety (General) Regulations (General Regulations). 3
Western Power's submission focuses on the General Regulations, as these are most
relevant to its operations.

1

Relevant legislation includes Electricity Act 1945 IY'JA); Electricity (Network Safety) Regulations 2015 /YVA) (ENS
Regulations); Electricity (Licensing) Regulations 1991 /YVA); Dangerous Good Safety Act 2004 (WA); and Dangerous
Goods Safety (Storage and Handling of Non-explosives) Regulations 2007 ryv A).

2

The Consultation Package comprises of: A Review Process Summary; Proposed deletions to remove overlap with the
Dangerous Goods Safety Act 2004 (WA); A document outlining differences between the Occupational Safety and Health
Regulations j 996 (1N.A) and the model Work Health and Safety Regulations (15 January 2019 version); Submission
-·- templates forfhe'mod~I WoFk Health and Safety Reg_ulations; Consultation document outlining th<::~roposed Work Health
and Safety (Mines) R~gul-ations;.and Consultation document outlining the proposed Work Health and Safety (Petroleum and
Geothermal) Regulations.

:.,: ,;; .. , . ·

3
As articulated in the 'Document outlining differences between the Occupational Safety and Health Regulations 1996 0JVA)
and the model Work Health and Safety Regulations' in the Consultation Package.
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Executive summary

Executive summary
This submission addresses key areas where Western Power has feedback on the
proposal for the General Regulations, being:
(a)

In principle, Western Power supports the harmonisation of safety laws.

(b)

Western Power requests the opportunity to give further feedback on the
complete regulatory package (final draft WHS Bill and General Regulations)
before it enters Parliament.

(c)

Whilst Western Power is supportive of new safety requirements, aspects of the
harmonised safety laws will take time to implement and will present additional
compliance cost. Western Power budgets its expenditure two years in advance
and will need time to develop new systems for implementing the General
Regulations. For these reasons, Western Power requests a two year transitional
period for compliance with the General Regulations.

(d)

Western Power wants to ensure it reports safety incidents correctly and
efficiently under both the WHS Bill and General Regulations (in Worksafe WA's
remit), and electrical safety legislation (in Building and Energy's remit), and so
requests clarification on how it should report incidents as between the Building
and Energy and Worksafe WA divisions of DMIRS, where there are overlapping
reporting requirements under legislation in their respective remits.

(e)

Western Power would like clarification on the way the General Regulations will
apply to linear work on its network. The proposed General Regulations, if based
on the Model Regulations, seem to be drafted with an enclosed facility in mind,
rather than work in public spaces.

(f)

Western Power would like clarification on how 'construction work' applies to
Western Power and how the design duties relate to electrical safety legislation.

(g)

Western Power supports the proposed General Regulations on representation
and participation, subject to removing the prescriptive requirements for work
groups, and the requirement for mandatory health and safety representative
(HSR) refresher training. Western Power prioritises workplace consultation and
training and acknowledges its importance to safety outcomes. However, it
considers these requirements are unnecessary and inflexible in the context of
the way it engages with its workforce via regular, tailored training on safety law
and developments, and its policies and procedures.

(h)

Western Power requests that the General Regulations be aligned with
overlapping requirements under electrical safety legislation regarding tree
lopping near energised networks

Schedule A to this submission outlines other specific feedback on various aspects of the
proposal for the General Regulations.

3

Submission - general points

3.1

Western Power supports harmonisation of safety laws

~

Western Power supports harmonising safeiy !aws with those in other Australian
jurisdictions, subject to the matters raised in this submission.
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Submission - general points

Western Power seeks confirmation that it is exempt from the electrical requirements of
these draft regulations as Western Power's electrical requirements are covered in other
legislation. 4

3.2

Western Power would value the opportunity to comment on the
complete regulatory package
Western Power observes that it is difficult to properly comment on the General
Regulations because DMIRS has not issued:
(a)

final proposed drafting for the General Regulations; or

(b)

final proposed drafting of the WHS Bill.

Western Power requests an opportunity to be involved in further consultation once these
documents are released.

3.3

Western Power seeks clarification on how general safety obligations
interact with electrical safety legislation
Western Power notes that there are several areas where the General Regulations
overlap with requirements under electrical safety legislation. Examples of where further
clarity might be given to assist with implementing the proposed General Regulations in
this regard are detailed in this submission in section 4, 5, 6 and Schedule A.
Western Power encourages the use of jurisdictional notes and legislation crossreferences to ensure that the interaction between electrical safety legislation5 and the
WHS Bill and General Regulations is clear.

3.4

Western Power seeks clarification on the scope of the WHS Bill and
General Regulations
Western Power notes that there is no definition of workplace in the General Regulations.
The Model Regulations seem to contemplate an enclosed facility as the 'workplace' and
contain detailed prescription on how safety in a workplace should be managed in this
context.
Many requirements that contemplate an enclosed workplace would be impractical and
costly for Western Power to implement. This is because Western Power's work on and for
its network does not always occur in designated facilities or offices. For example, works
required on poles, power lines and meter boxes along the network commonly occur either
on or in close proximity to private residences. Where that work has a narrow scope and
will not pose traffic management issues, the area for the work will not always be defined
(e.g. by barricades or orange construction cones).
Western Power would like clarification on how the General Regulations would apply to its
operating environment so that it can appropriately plan and forecast its budget for these
changes.

.
.··• ..

~

_-/:,· ,-

__,__
:

4

Please refer to the sources listed in footnote 1.

5

Please refer to the sources listed in footnote 1.
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3.5

Submission - incident reporting

Western Power requires time to budget and plan for the General
Regulations
Western Power requests a transitional period, for example, a two year period, before
compliance with the General Regulations is required. There are two reasons for this.
First, if the WHS Bill and General Regulations are passed, there will be work involved in
ensuring Western Power complies with the new requirements. Western Power will need
to budget for this. Western Power has limited public funding: its budget is allocated two
years in advance to ensure expenditure is planned carefully.
Second, Western Power anticipates needing time to develop new systems and a further
one year period to implement those systems, by way of transition. This is particularly the
case for the health monitoring and asbestos control and management requirements,
which are substantially different in the General Regulations to those in the OSH
Regulations.

4

Submission - incident reporting
As a network operator, Western Power is subject to prescriptive safety obligations. 6
Western Power seeks clarification as to which legislation/ regulations prevail - the WHS
Bill and General Regulations, or the electricity safety legislations and regulations? 7
The General Regulations:
(a)

contain a number of new prescriptive obligations which will apply to Western
Power, and which in some cases overlap with but are different to Western
Power's obligations under electrical safety legislation; and

(b)

do not address how any inconsistency with electrical safety or other legislation
is to be resolved.

Other legislative incident notification obligations include:
(c)

'Notifiable incidents' under the Electricity Act 1945 (WA), and the ENS
Regulations.

(d)

'Electrical accidents' under the Electricity Act 1945 (WA) and the Electricity
(Licensing) Regulations 1991 (WA).

(e)

'Dangerous goods incidents' under the Dangerous Good Safety Act 2004 (WA)
and the Dangerous Goods Safety (Storage and Handling of Non-explosives)
Regulations 2007 (WA).

(f)

'Notification of deaths, injuries and diseases' under the OSH Act and OSH
Regulations.

If the General Regulations are passed, the above obligations in (c) to (e) would continue
but would be supplemented by further notification obligations in the WHS Bill.
Western Power wants ·to ensure that it makes incident notifications appropriately, and as
soon as practicable to the correct division of DMIRS. For example, an electric shock
injury to a worker, or a fire caused by electricity, might give rise to reporting requirements
-.~-~.-;t; !-)1\.,;

.

-·-··· ···----·----·-·.

. -----

.

6

As notec'.,1t:(leve, inctuding obligations under the Electricity Act 1945 (WA); ENS R~t'J~l'if/1$; iii/ectricity (licensing)"•, ;c,r",, .·
Regulations 1991 fY\IA); Dangerous Good Safety Act 2004 fY\IA); and Dangerous Goods Sa~ty (Storage and Handling of
Non-explosives) Regulations 2007 fY\{A).

7

Please refer to the sources of electrical safety obligations listed in footnote 1.
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Submission - construction work

under both regimes. Western Power also requests clarity on how incidents will be
investigated, and whether one particular division within DMIRS will take a lead role, or
whether it will be potentially investigated by two separate regulators.

5

Submission - construction work

5.1

Designers of structures
An example of where clarity is required on the interaction between the General
Regulations and electrical safety legislation is in the application of requirements for
design of structures. Different, inconsistent standards apply under the General
Regulations and under electricity safety legislation:
(a)

Model Regulations 294 to 295 require a PCBU to consult with the designer of a
structure about how to ensure that risks to health and safety arising from design
during the construction work are minimised.

(b)

In contrast, regulation 6(2)(d) of the ENS Regulations requires a network
operator to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that persons who are
carrying out prescribed activities on the network, and for whom the network
operator is responsible, comply with the design of the network. An equivalent
duty is placed on contractors under regulation 7(2)(b), and individuals under
regulation 8(2)(b) of the ENS Regulations.

The ENS Regulations appear to require a stricter adherence to design principles for work
on the network. This inconsistency is of particular significance because penalties are
applicable for breaches of both the ENS Regulations and the General Regulations. Clarity
on how these requirements interact would be of assistance to Western Power.

5.2

Monetary threshold for construction work
Western Power would like clarification on how 'construction work' in the General
Regulations would be applied practically to linear infrastructure. It is not clear how the
$250,000 monetary threshold for a 'construction project' under Model Regulation 292
would apply to construction and maintenance work on its network. For example, would
pole reinforcing work over the period of a year meet the definition of a 'construction
project'? Or would the 'project' be considered against individual work orders, which might
only cover one power pole or work on one street?
If a broad interpretation of 'project' is adopted, this regulation may have significant
implications for volumetric type work, which was not previously covered by these
requirements. It is also unclear as to how the construction requirements would apply to
internal maintenance work.
Given the above uncertainties, Western Power seeks further clarity on how the definition
of 'construction work' would apply to the above work on its network.
Western Power anticipates that it will need a two year transition period to budget and plan
for implementing the requirements in the General Regulations that are proposed for
'construction work' and 'construction projects'.
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Submission - tree lopping

Submission - tree lopping
Tree lopping is relevant to Western Power as network operator, as it often occurs close to
its energised network, and is potentially even done for the purpose of minimising the risk
of incidents with power infrastructure.
Model Regulation 221 (Plant used in connection with tree lopping), if adopted by the
General Regulations, must align with Part IX of the Electricity Regulations 1947 (WA) for
work near the energised network. The Electricity Regulations 1947 (WA) contain
prescriptive requirements on danger zones, which must be clear to those working against
the General Regulations to ensure a safe outcome.
To align the two legislative regimes, Western Power proposes the following wording for
the General Regulations:

'Regulation 220(1)(a) and (b) do not apply in connection with tree lopping if:
(a) a risk assessment shows that lifting or suspending a person in a harness
with a crane to place the person in a tree to carry out tree lopping does not
create a greater risk to health or safety than using plant specifically designed to
lift a person or climbing a tree.'
Western Power also recommends the inclusion of a jurisdictional note recommending that
the above regulation be read with Part IX of the Electricity Regulations 1947 (WA) for
work near an energised electrical network.

7

Submission - representation and participation

7.1

Work Groups
Western Power understands the importance of worker consultation to enhancing safety
outcomes and minimising risk in the workplace.
However, regulation 17 of the Model Regulations contains an extensive list of matters to
take into account when negotiating work groups under regulation 16. Western Power
does not support the level of prescription in regulation 17 for the General Regulations,
particularly the following criteria:
•

the nature of each type of work carried out by the workers;

•

the number and grouping of workers who carry out the same or similar types of work;

•

the areas or places where each type of work is carried out;

•

the extent to which any worker must move from place to place while at work; and

•

the diversity of workers and their work.

This is because Western Power uses work groups for a variety of different reasons, and it
would be an administrative burden to update this information when the nature of the work
groups is diverse and can be for a relatively short period of time. Western Power believes
that the time and resources would be better spent on the engagement and consultation
with the workforce on safety and health matters.
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7 .2

Conclusion

HSR training
Western Power supports training for HSRs as per Model Regulation 21. It conducts a
variety of workplace training, including for people who are HS Rs, that exceeds minimum
legislative requirements.
However, Western Power considers the requirement for annual HSR refresher training to
be unnecessarily. As an accredited training provider, Western Power consistently makes
a range of training available to its workers, including to update employees on new legal
requirements and company procedures. Western Power considers that safety outcomes
might not be enhanced by additional HSR specific training, and requests less prescription
in this regard.

8

Conclusion
If there are further questions or feedback on any matters raised in this submission,
DMIRS is welcome to contact Stephanie Applegate on 9326 6982.

Signed by
Andrew Shaw
Head of Safety Environment
Quality and Training

25 November 2019
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Schedule A - Feedback on specific provisions

1.

5

licensed asbestos assessor means a person who holds an
asbestos assessor licence.
licensed asbestos removalist means a person conducting a
business or undertaking who is licensed under these Regulations
to carry out Class A asbestos removal work or Class B asbestos
removal work.

Western Power does not oppose this proposed regulation . However, as it
effectively proposes a new licensing regime, a transition period is required so
Western Power can develop a process to ensure that key contractors have their
licences converted to the new system and are available for scheduled or unplanned
work.

licensed asbestos removal work means asbestos removal work
for which a Class A asbestos removal licence or Class B asbestos
removal licence is required .

~ hapter 2 - Representation and participation

2.

82391070

17

Prescribes an extensive list of matters to be taken into account in
negotiating for work groups.

Regulation 17 of the Model Regulations contains an extensive list of matters to take
into account in negotiating work groups under regulation 16. Western Power does
not support the level of prescription in regulation 17 for the General Regulations.
Please refer to the body of this submission for detail.
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3.

21

Training for health and safety representatives, including :
(a) an initial course of training of up to 5 days;
(b) up to 1 day's refresher training each year, with the entitlement
to the first refresher training commencing 1 year after the initial
training.

Conclusion

Western Power supports clarity on training requirements for HSRs, but considers
the requirement for HSR refresher training to be unnecessary in the context of
other training provided . As an accredited training provider, Western Power
consistently makes a range of training available to its workers, including to update
employees on new legal requirements and company procedures . Western Power
does not consider that safety outcomes will be enhanced by additional HSR
training .

hapter 3 - Genen1l risk and workplace management

4.

53

Requires that flammable or combustible substances are kept at
the lowest practicable quantity.

Western Power supports this new regulation .

~ hapter 4 - Hazardous work

5.

58

Requires audiometric testing , including timeframes for when
testing must commence and how often it should be repeated.

Western Power supports audiometric testing on a worker that regularly uses
hearing protection equipment every two years. However, as this would be costly
and administrative to implement, a two year transition period is required to develop
systems and budget for this proposal.

6.

65-77

Regulations 65 - 77 cover new confined space requirements,

Western Power observes that, relative to the OSH Regulations, the Model

r--.
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Conclusion

""

which differ from existing practices"" under the OSH Regulations.

Regulation contain a different:
•
•
•
•

definition of a competent person who can conduct the risk assessment;
record keeping for permits;
requirements for erection of signs when working in confined spaces; and
records for training, for not only those workers who enter the confined space
but also are 'relevant workers' and carry out related work without actually
entering the confined space.

Western Power does not oppose the inclusion of the above Model Regulations in
the General Regulations, but will require a transition period to introduce these
changes to its operations.

7.

87(2)(f)(ii)

Requires an application for an HRWL to include a copy of a
certification that was issued not more than 60 days before the
application is made.

Western Power supports the new regulation on the basis that it will strengthen its
contractor licensing requirements.

Authorisation timeframe for the regulator

Western Power supports these regulations on the basis the timeframes will give
greater certainty for dependent actions.

Permit HRWLs to be renewed up to 12 months after the expiry
date in exceptional circumstances .

Western Power does not oppose this more stringent renewal period.

, 1:,.

8.

8§'{4);.
91'°(2)(c) ; 96
.-i

t.,
9.

82391070
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Conclusion

10.

Part 4.7

The Consultation Package refers to the new provisions dealing
with live electrical work introduced by the Occupational Safety and
Health Amendment Regulations 2017 on 14 May 2018, and
observes that equivalent provisions are not present in the Model
Regulations. There is an implication that DMIRS intends to make
equivalent amendments to the General Regulations as part of this
reform, to replace Part 4.7 of the Model Regulations (Electrical
safety in workplaces and energised electrical work).

Western Power supports the DMIRS proposal to include provisions on live electrical
work from the OSH Regulations as it provides a minimum standard. Domestic
requirements are particularly important given they are prone to alteration through
third party installations, owner/resident modification, age and co-located services.

11 .

150

Inspection and testing of electrical equipment

A cross-reference to AS3012 is required in regulation 150(1)(b). Without cross
reference to AS3012 there is no specified frequency of inspection and therefore the
onus falls on operator/owner to decide what constitutes the potential for wear or
damage. This may have an impact on safety outcomes.
Western Power also considers that regulation 150(3) regarding records for testing
should require the attachment of a 'next inspection date' tag to the item of
equipment. It also considers that regulation 150(4)(b) is impractical: a tag should
not contain that volume of information. Rather, these details should be kept on
record in a database.

12.

152

152 Application of Division 4
This Division does not apply to work carried out by or on behalf of
an electricity supply authority on the electrical equipment,
including electric line-associated equipment, controlled or
operated by the authority to transform, transmit or supply
electricity.

Western Power observes that this regulation would exempt its line work. However,
it does not clearly exempt work on meter boxes and consumer poles if it is not
equipment 'controlled or operated' by Western Power to supply power. Western
Power recommends that this section is defined by reference to the concept of
'prescribed activity' in regulation 3 of the ENS Regulations as follows, 'This Division
does not apply to an activity carried out by or on behalf of an electricity supply
authority in the course of the design, construction, commissioning, operation,

r--.
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Conclusion

maintenance or decommissioning of a network.' Similarly, 'network' should be
defined as a network within the meaning of s 3 of the ENS Regulations.

13.

166

Duty of person conducting a business or undertaking to ensure,
so far as is reasonably practicable, that no person, plant or thing
at the workplace comes within an unsafe distance of an overhead
or underground electric line, or if unavoidable, that a risk
assessment is undertaken .

Western Power does not support this regulation. The Model Regulation is less
prescriptive than r 3.64 of the OSH Regulations, which include specification of safe
distances and control measures and include a definition of 'danger zone'. Western
Power considers that it is important to retain specific compliance standards on
'unsafe distance' in the regulation so the public, including PCBUs, are aware of the
required clearance zones . Otherwise, there may be pressure on network operators
to communicate and clarify standards to the public, against the Australian
Standards.

14.

N/A

N/A

Western Power observes that no equivalent of OHS Regulation 3.62 (information
requi red on tags for tested portable equipment) has been included in the Model
Regulations. Western Power considers that the cross-reference to the Electricity
(Licensing) Regulations 1991 (WA) in OSH Regulation 3.62 is important to carry
across to the General Regulations because it makes electrical safety legislation
requirements clear to PCBUs.

i;;hapter 5 - Plant and structures

15.

82391070

22 1

Plant used in connection with tree lopping - provides an exception
for tree loppers from the requirement to work from a work box

Model Regulation 221 (Plant used in connection with tree lopping) , if adopted by
the General Regulations , must align with Part IX of the Electricity Regulations 1947
(WA) for work near the energised network. Please refer to the body of this
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under certain conditions .

Conclusion

submission for detail.

Chapter 6 - Construction work

16.

306

Requirement for geotechnical engineer.

Western Power recommends that 'geo-technical engineer' is replaced with a
'competent person' (as assessed by the PCBU) in the General Regulations. While
practically a geotechnical engineer would commonly be engaged, it would be
preferable to have more flexibility for common types of excavation work that
Western Power undertakes on a daily basis.

17.

308

Specific control measure-signage identifying principal contractor
for construction work.

Western Power does not consider that this requirement is practical for linear work
in public spaces. Western Power recommends that this requirement only applies for
non-linear construction work.

~ hipter 7 - HazardQUl:i chemicals

82391070

18.

328

Health monitoring for significant risk.

Western Power recommends 'significant risk' is defined .

19.

376

A person conducting a business or undertaking for whom a
worker is carrying out work for which health monitoring is required

Western Power observes that if the Model Regulation is adopted in the General
Regulations, it would shift responsibility for providing health monitoring reports from

Western Power submission on WHS (General) , WHS (Mines) and WHS (Petroleum and Geothermal Energy Operations) Regulations
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r--

must give a copy of the health monitoring report relating to a
worker to the regulator as soon as practicable after obtaining the
report if the report contains certain matters.

the medical practitioner to the PCBU. Western Power understands that DMIRS
intends to retain position under the OSH Regulations, of leaving the responsibility
with the medical practitioner. Western Power supports retaining status quo, to
minimise the administrative compliance burden on the PCBU in transitioning to the
General Regulations.

~ hapter 8 - AshestPS

20.

472;484

Requires labelling of asbestos waste in accordance with the
Globally Harmonised System of Classification and Labelling of
Chem icals.

The proposed General Regulations for asbestos are highly prescriptive and new
relative to the requirements in the OSH Regulations. A transitional period will be
required to implement them. For example, Western Power's depot bins will require
relabelling, and asbestos bags may need redesign .

21.

425

Requires asbestos register for any building built before 31
December 2003.

Western Power opposes this requirement, and recommends alignment to the date
in the OSH Regulations. If the Model Regulation were adopted by the General
Regulations, the date for needing an asbestos register for a building would change
from those constructed before 31 December 1990 to those constructed before 32
December 2003. In absence of compelling evidence for this change, Western
Power considers it would not provide a substantive reduction in risk.

Requirement to hold asbestos assessor licence.

A transition period of two years minimum will be required to implement this
licensing regime, as it is different to that provided under the OSH Regulations. In
Western Power's case, it will need to ensure that its asbestos consultants on its

:!

~

-

;;~i
~ 't.i,.

.......
,.
22.

489

. i.) (.
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Conclusion

Environmental Services Panel gain the required assessor licence.

23.

94; 124;
226(3);
230;
237(4);
262;
303(4);
304(5) ;
313(4);
445(4);
465(3)(b)
and 505

New requirements for prescribed documents to be made available
for inspection.

Western Power considers that these requirements support better record keeping
and should be encouraged. However, a transition period is important because this
regulation will require an update of its systems and processes.

~hapter 11 - Miscellaneous

82391070

24.

695

Requires the regulator to publish a notice in the Government
Gazette when an exemption is granted to a class of person.

Western Power does not oppose this regulation, provided it is not applied to require
individual's details and maintains privacy. Western Power considers this will be
helpful to understand industry precedents and potential responses. It would be
helpful DMIRS could clarify how this will interact with other notification and
reporting obligations.

25.

701

Review of decisions under the Act contains a section on stay of
decisions. There is a jurisdictional note allowing for a prescribed

Western Power supports the inclusion of a time period of 7 days, as is currently
provided under the OSH Regulations. Western Power considers that this timeframe
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Conclusion

,.._

period to be inserted.

is reasonable to balance safety requirements with decision making and receiving
an appropriate response.

,-.
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Western Power's submission
1

Context

1.1

Background to Western Power
Western Power is a statutory authority established under the Electricity Corporations Act
2005 (WA). It provides an essential public service using assets which, if inappropriately
contacted, present an inherent risk to the public.
Western Power is a 'network operator' under electrical safety legislation, which is
administered by Building and Energy. 1 It is also presently subject to general industry
safety obligations under the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 (WA) (OSH Act)
and the Occupational Safety and Health Regulations 1996 (WA) (OSH Regulations).
Significant characteristics of Western Power's electricity network include the:
(a)

location and extent of network assets;

(b)

essential public service provided using these assets;

(c)

funding limitations for the management of network assets; and

(d)

statutory monopoly status of the service it provides.

Western Power makes the below submissions in this unique operational and regulatory
context.

1.2

Overview of this submission
Western Power welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback on the Consultation
Package issued on 26 August 2019 by the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and
Safety (DMIRS)2, in respect of new work health and safety (WHS) regulations for Western
Australia. These regulations are intended to be made under the Work Health and Safety
Bill, if this legislation is introduced and passed by Western Australian Parliament (WHS
Bill).
For general industry, the Consultation Package recommends adopting and, to some
extent, amending Safe Work Australia's model Work Health and Safety Regulations
(Model Regulations). DMIRS recommends doing so by introducing the Work Health and
Safety (General) Regulations (General Regulations). 3
Western Power's submission focuses on the General Regulations, as these are most
relevant to its operations.

1

Relevant legislation includes Electricity Act 1945 fY'/A); Electricity (Network Safety) Regulations 2015 fY'/A) (ENS
Regulations); Electricity (Licensing) Regulations 1991 (WA); Dangerous Good Safety Act 2004 fY'/A); and Dangerous
Goods Safety (Storage and Handling of Non-explosives) Regulations 2007 fY'/A).

2

The Consultation Package comprises of: A Review Process Summary; Proposed deletions to remove overlap with the
Dangerous Goods Safety Act 2004 fY'/A); A document outlining differences between the Occupational Safety and Health
Regulations 1996 fY'/A) and the model Work Health and Safety Regulations (15 January 2019 version); Submission
templates for the model Work Health and Safety Regulations; Consultation document outlining the proposed Work Health
and Safety (Mines) Regulations; aAd Consultation document outlining the proposed Work Health and Safety (Petroleum and
Geothermal) Regulations.
3

As articulated in the 'Document outlining differences between the Occupational Safety and Health Regulations 1996 fY'/A)
and the model Work Health and Safety Regulations' in the Consultation Package.
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Executive summary

Executive summary
This submission addresses key areas where Western Power has feedback on the
proposal for the General Regulations, being:
(a)

In principle, Western Power supports the harmonisation of safety laws.

(b)

Western Power requests the opportunity to give further feedback on the
complete regulatory package (final draft WHS Bill and General Regulations)
before it enters Parliament.

(c)

Whilst Western Power is supportive of new safety requirements, aspects of the
harmonised safety laws will take time to implement and will present additional
compliance cost. Western Power budgets its expenditure two years in advance
and will need time to develop new systems for implementing the General
Regulations. For these reasons, Western Power requests a two year transitional
period for compliance with the General Regulations.

(d)

Western Power wants to ensure it reports safety incidents correctly and
efficiently under both the WHS Bill and General Regulations (in Worksafe WA's
remit), and electrical safety legislation (in Building and Energy's remit), and so
requests clarification on how it should report incidents as between the Building
and Energy and Worksafe WA divisions of DMIRS, where there are overlapping
reporting requirements under legislation in their respective remits.

(e)

Western Power would like clarification on the way the General Regulations will
apply to linear work on its network. The proposed General Regulations, if based
on the Model Regulations, seem to be drafted with an enclosed facility in mind,
rather than work in public spaces.

(f)

Western Power would like clarification on how 'construction work' applies to
Western Power and how the design duties relate to electrical safety legislation.

(g)

Western Power supports the proposed General Regulations on representation
and participation, subject to removing the prescriptive requirements for work
groups, and the requirement for mandatory health and safety representative
(HSR) refresher training. Western Power prioritises workplace consultation and
training and acknowledges its importance to safety outcomes. However, it
considers these requirements are unnecessary and inflexible in the context of
the way it engages with its workforce via regular, tailored training on safety law
and developments, and its policies and procedures.

(h)

Western Power requests that the General Regulations be aligned with
overlapping requirements under electrical safety legislation regarding tree
lopping near energised networks

Schedule A to this submission outlines other specific feedback on various aspects of the
proposal for the General Regulations.

3

Submission - general points

3.1

Western Power supports harmonisation of safety laws
Western Power supports harmonising safety laws with those in other Australian
jurisdictions, subject to the matters raised in this submission.
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Submission - general points

Western Power seeks confirmation that it is exempt from the electrical requirements of
these draft regulations as Western Power's electrical requirements are covered in other
legislation. 4

3.2

Western Power would value the opportunity to comment on the
complete regulatory package
Western Power observes that it is difficult to properly comment on the General
Regulations because DMIRS has not issued:
(a)

final proposed drafting for the General Regulations; or

(b)

final proposed drafting of the WHS Bill.

Western Power requests an opportunity to be involved in further consultation once these
documents are released.

3.3

Western Power seeks clarification on how general safety obligations
interact with electrical safety legislation
Western Power notes that there are several areas where the General Regulations
overlap with requirements under electrical safety legislation. Examples of where further
clarity might be given to assist with implementing the proposed General Regulations in
this regard are detailed in this submission in section 4, 5, 6 and Schedule A.
Western Power encourages the use of jurisdictional notes and legislation crossreferences to ensure that the interaction between electrical safety legislation5 and the
WHS Bill and General Regulations is clear.

3.4

Western Power seeks clarification on the scope of the WHS Bill and
General Regulations
Western Power notes that there is no definition of workplace in the General Regulations.
The Model Regulations seem to contemplate an enclosed facility as the 'workplace' and
contain detailed prescription on how safety in a workplace should be managed in this
context.
Many requirements that contemplate an enclosed workplace would be impract.ical and
costly for Western Power to implement. This is because Western Power's work on and for
its network does not always occur in designated facilities or offices. For example, works
required on poles, power lines and meter boxes along the network commonly occur either
on or in close proximity to private residences. Where that work has a narrow scope and
will not pose traffic management issues, the area for the work will not always be defined
(e.g. by barricades or orange construction cones).
Western Power would like clarification on how the General Regulations would apply to its
operating environment so that it can appropriately plan and forecast its budget for these
changes.

4

Please refer to the sources listed in footnote 1.

5

Please refer to the sources listed in footnote 1.
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3.5

Submission - incident reporting

Western Power requires time to budget and plan for the General
Regulations
Western Power requests a transitional period, for example, a two year period, before
compliance with the General Regulations is required. There are two reasons for this.
First, if the WHS Bill and General Regulations are passed, there will be work involved in
ensuring Western Power complies with the new requirements. Western Power will need
to budget for this. Western Power has limited public funding: its budget is allocated two
years in advance to ensure expenditure is planned carefully.
Second, Western Power anticipates needing time to develop new systems and a further
one year period to implement those systems, by way of transition. This is particularly the
case for the health monitoring and asbestos control and management requirements,
which are substantially different in the General Regulations to those in the OSH
Regulations.

4

Submission - incident reporting
As a network operator, Western Power is subject to prescriptive safety obligations. 6
Western Power seeks clarification as to which legislation/ regulations prevail - the WHS
Bill and General Regulations, or the electricity safety legislations and regulations? 7
The General Regulations:
(a)

contain a number of new prescriptive obligations which will apply to Western
Power, and which in some cases overlap with but are different to Western
Power's obligations under electrical safety legislation; and

(b)

do not address how any inconsistency with electrical safety or other legislation
is to be resolved.

Other legislative incident notification obligations include:
(c)

'Notifiable incidents' under the Electricity Act 1945 (WA), and the ENS
Regulations.

(d)

'Electrical accidents' under the Electricity Act 1945 (WA) and the Electricity
(Licensing) Regulations 1991 (WA).

(e)

'Dangerous goods incidents' under the Dangerous Good Safety Act 2004 (WA)
and the Dangerous Goods Safety (Storage and Handling of Non-explosives)
Regulations 2007 (WA).

(f)

'Notification of deaths, injuries and diseases' under the OSH Act and OSH
Regulations.

If the General Regulations are passed, the above obligations in (c) to (e) would continue
but would be supplemented by further notification obligations in the WHS Bill.
Western Power wants to ensure that it makes incident notifications appropriately, and as
soon as practicable to the correct division of DMIRS. For example, an electric shock
injury to a worker, or a fire caused by electricity, might give rise to reporting requirements
6

As noted above,-including obligations under the Electricity Act 1945 (WA); ENS Regulatibns; Eler.tricity-(Licensing) .
Regulations 1991 (YVA); Dangerous Good Safety Act 2004 (YVA); and Dangerous Goods Safety (Storage and Handling of
Non-explosives) Regulations 2007 (YVA).

7

Please refer to the sources of electrical safety obligations listed in footnote 1.
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Submission - construction work

under both regimes. Western Power also requests clarity on how incidents will be
investigated, and whether one particular division within DMIRS will take a lead role, or
whether it will be potentially investigated by two separate regulators.

5

Submission - construction work

5.1

Designers of structures
An example of where clarity is required on the interaction between the General
Regulations and electrical safety legislation is in the application of requirements for
design of structures. Different, inconsistent standards apply under the General
Regulations and under electricity safety legislation:
(a)

Model Regulations 294 to 295 require a PCBU to consult with the designer of a
structure about how to ensure that risks to health and safety arising from design
during the construction work are minimised.

(b)

In contrast, regulation 6(2)(d) of the ENS Regulations requires a network
operator to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that persons who are
carrying out prescribed activities on the network, and for whom the network
operator is responsible, comply with the design of the network. An equivalent
duty is placed on contractors under regulation 7(2)(b), and individuals under
regulation 8(2)(b) of the ENS Regulations.

The ENS Regulations appear to require a stricter adherence to design principles for work
on the network. This inconsistency is of particular significance because penalties are
applicable for breaches of both the ENS Regulations and the General Regulations. Clarity
on how these requirements interact would be of assistance to Western Power.

5.2

Monetary threshold for construction work
Western Power would like clarification on how 'construction work' in the General
Regulations would be applied practically to linear infrastructure. It is not clear how the
$250,000 monetary threshold for a 'construction project' under Model Regulation 292
would apply to construction and maintenance work on its network. For example, would
pole reinforcing work over the period of a year meet the definition of a 'construction
project'? Or would the 'project' be considered against individual work orders, which might
only cover one power pole or work on one street?
If a broad interpretation of 'project' is adopted, this regulation may have significant
implications for volumetric type work, which was not previously covered by these
requirements. It is also unclear as to how the construction requirements would apply to
internal maintenance work.
Given the above uncertainties, Western Power seeks further clarity on how the definition
of 'construction work' would apply to the above work on its network.
Western Power anticipates that it will need a two year transition period to budget and plan
for implementing the requirements in the General Regulations that are proposed for
'construction work' and 'construction projects'.
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Submission - tree lopping

Submission - tree lopping
Tree lopping is relevant to Western Power as network operator, as it often occurs close to
its energised network, and is potentially even done for the purpose of minimising the risk
of incidents with power infrastructure.
Model Regulation 221 (Plant used in connection with tree lopping), if adopted by the
General Regulations, must align with Part IX of the Electricity Regulations 1947 (WA) for
work near the energised network. The Electricity Regulations 1947 (WA) contain
prescriptive requirements on danger zones, which must be clear to those working against
the General Regulations to ensure a safe outcome.
To align the two legislative regimes, Western Power proposes the following wording for
the General Regulations:

'Regulation 220(1)(a) and (b) do not apply in connection with tree lopping if:
(a) a risk assessment shows that lifting or suspending a person in a harness
with a crane to place the person in a tree to carry out tree lopping does not
create a greater risk to health or safety than using plant specifically designed to
lift a person or climbing a tree.'
Western Power also recommends the inclusion of a jurisdictional note recommending that
the above regulation be read with Part IX of the Electricity Regulations 1947 (WA) for
work near an energised electrical network.

7

Submission - representation and participation

7.1

Work Groups
Western Power understands the importance of worker consultation to enhancing safety
outcomes and minimising risk in the workplace.
However, regulation 17 of the Model Regulations contains an extensive list of matters to
take into account when negotiating work groups under regulation 16. Western Power
does not support the level of prescription in regulation 17 for the General Regulations,
particularly the following criteria:
•

the nature of each type of work carried out by the workers;

•

the number and grouping of workers who carry out the same or similar types of work;

•

the areas or places where each type of work is carried out;

•

the extent to which any worker must move from place to place while at work; and

•

the diversity of workers and their work.

{

This is because Western Power uses work groups for a variety of different reasons, and it
would be an administrative burden to update this information when the nature of the work
groups is diverse and can be for a relatively short period of time. Western Power believes
that the time and resources would be better spent on the engagement and consultation
with the workforce on safety and health matters.
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7 .2

Conclusion

HSR training
Western Power supports training for HSRs as per Model Regulation 21. It conducts a
variety of workplace training, including for people who are HS Rs, that exceeds minimum
legislative requirements.
However, Western Power considers the requirement for annual HSR refresher training to
be unnecessarily. As an accredited training provider, Western Power consistently makes
a range of training available to its workers, including to update employees on new legal
requirements and company procedures. Western Power considers that safety outcomes
might not be enhanced by additional HSR specific training, and requests less prescription
in this regard.

8

Conclusion
If there are further questions or feedback on any matters raised in this submission,
DMIRS is welcome to contact Stephanie Applegate on 9326 6982.

Signed by
Andrew Shaw
Head of Safety Environment
Quality and Training

25 November 2019
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Schedule A - Feedback on specific provisions

1.

licensed asbestos assessor means a person who holds an
asbestos assessor licence.

5

licensed asbestos removalist means a person conducting a
business or undertaking who is licensed under these Regulations
to carry out Class A asbestos removal work or Class B asbestos
removal work.

Western Power does not oppose this proposed regulation. However, as it
effectively proposes a new licensing regime, a transition period is required so
Western Power can develop a process to ensure that key contractors have their
licences converted to the new system and are available for scheduled or unplanned
work.

licensed asbestos removal work means asbestos removal work
for which a Class A asbestos removal licence or Class B asbestos
removal licence is required.

~ hapter i - Representation and participation

2.

82391070

\

17

Prescribes an extensive list of matters to be taken into account in
negotiating for work groups.

Regulation 17 of the Model Regulations contains an extensive list of matters to take
into account in negotiating work groups under regulation 16. Western Power does
not support the level of prescription in regulation 17 for the General Regulations.
Please refer to the body of this submission for detail.
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3.

21

Training for health and safety representatives, including :
(a) an initial course of training of up to 5 days;
(b) up to 1 day's refresher training each year, with the entitlement
to the first refresher training commencing 1 year after the initial
training .

Conclusion

Western Power supports clarity on training requirements for HSRs, but considers
the requirement for HSR refresher training to be unnecessary in the context of
other training provided . As an accredited training provider, Western Power
consistently makes a range of training available to its workers, including to update
employees on new legal requirements and company procedures . Western Power
does not consider that safety outcomes will be enhanced by additional HSR
training.

~hapter 3 - General risk and workplace management

4.

53

Requires that flammable or combustible substances are kept at
the lowest practicable quantity.

Western Power supports this new regulation .

~hapter 4 - HazardQUS work

82391 070

5.

58

Requires audiometric testing, including timeframes for when
testing must commence and how often it should be repeated .

Western Power supports audiometric testing on a worker that regularly uses
hearing protection equipment every two years. However, as this would be costly
and administrative to implement, a two year transition period is required to develop
systems and budget for this proposal.

6.

65-77

Regulations 65 - 77 cover new confined space requirements,

Western Power observes that, relative to the OSH Regulations, the Model
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"

which differ from existing practices"" under the OSH Regulations .

Regulation contain a different:
•
•
•
•

definition of a competent person who can conduct the risk assessment ;
record keeping for permits;
requirements for erection of signs when working in confined spaces ; and
records for training, for not only those workers who enter the confined space
but also are 'relevant workers' and carry out related work without actually
entering the confined space.

Western Power does not oppose the inclusion of the above Model Regulations in
the General Regulations , but will require a transition period to introduce these
changes to its operations.

7.

87(2)(f)(ii)

Requires an application for an HRWL to include a copy of a
certification that was issued not more than 60 days before the
application is made.

Western Power supports the new regulation on the basis that it will strengthen its
contractor licensing requirements.

,,..._

,...
8.

89(4) ;.
91_{2) (c); 96

Authorisation timeframe for the regulator

Western Power supports these regulations on the basis the timeframes will give
greater certainty for dependent actions.

9.

101 (4);
102; and

Permit HRWLs to be renewed up to 12 months after the expiry
date in exceptional circumstances.

Western Power does not oppose this more stringent renewal period .

103

,-.
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10.

Part 4.7

The Consultation Package refers to the new provisions dealing
with live electrical work introduced by the Occupational Safety and
Health Amendment Regulations 2017 on 14 May 2018, and
observes that equivalent provisions are not present in the Model
Regulations. There is an implication that DMIRS intends to make
equivalent amendments to the General Regulations as part of this
reform, to replace Part 4. 7 of the Model Regulations (Electrical
safety in workplaces and energised electrical work) .

Western Power supports the DMIRS proposal to include provisions on live electrical
work from the OSH Regulations as it provides a minimum standard. Domestic
requirements are particularly important given they are prone to alteration through
third party installations, owner/resident modification, age and co-located services .

11.

150

Inspection and testing of electrical equipment

A cross-reference to AS3012 is required in regulation 150(1)(b) . Without cross
reference to AS3012 there is no specified frequency of inspection and therefore the
onus falls on operator/owner to decide what constitutes the potential for wear or
damage. This may have an impact on safety outcomes.
Western Power also considers that regulation 150(3) regarding records for testing
should require the attachment of a 'next inspection date' tag to the item of
equipment. It also considers that regulation 150(4)(b) is impractical: a tag should
not contain that volume of information. Rather, these details should be kept on
record in a database.

12.

82391070

152

152 Application of Division 4
This Division does not apply to work carried out by or on behalf of
an electricity supply authority on the electrical equipment,
including electric line-associated equipment, controlled or
operated by the authority to transform, transmit or supply
electricity.

Western Power observes that this regulation would exempt its line work. However,
it does not clearly exempt work on meter boxes and consumer poles if it is not
equipment 'controlled or operated' by Western Power to supply power. Western
Power recommends that this section is defined by reference to the concept of
'prescribed activity' in regulation 3 of the ENS Regulations as follows, 'This Division
does not apply to an activity carried out by or on behalf of an electricity supply
authority in the course of the design, construction, commissioning , operation,
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maintenance or decommissioning of a network.' Similarly, 'network' should be
defined as a network within the meaning of s 3 of the ENS Regulations .

13.

166

Duty of person conducting a business or undertaking to ensure,
so far as is reasonably practicable, that no person, plant or thing
at the workplace comes within an unsafe distance of an overhead
or underground electric line, or if unavoidable, that a risk
assessment is undertaken.

Western Power does not support this regulation. The Model Regulation is less
prescriptive than r 3.64 of the OSH Regulations, which include specification of safe
distances and control measures and include a definition of 'danger zone' . Western
Power considers that it is important to retain specific compliance standards on
'unsafe distance' in the regulation so the public, including PCBUs, are aware of the
required clearance zones . Otherwise, there may be pressure on network operators
to communicate and clarify standards to the public, against the Australian
Standards.

14 .

N/A

N/A

Western Power observes that no equivalent of OHS Regulation 3.62 (information
required on tags for tested portable equipment) has been included in the Model
Regulations. Western Power considers that the cross-reference to the Electricity
(Licensing) Regulations 1991 0/VA) in OSH Regulation 3.62 is important to carry
across to the General Regulations because it makes electrical safety legislation
requirements clear to PCBUs.

'!'' ., ,
':- ->.

~hapter 5 -

15.

n~·r,t and structures
221

Plant used in connection with tree lopping - provides an exception
for tree loppers from the requirement to work from a work box

Model Regulation 221 (Plant used in connection with tree lopping) , if adopted by
the General Regulations, must align with Part IX of the Electricity Regulations 1947
(WA) for work near the energised network. Please refer to the body of this

,.
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Conclusion

submission for detail.

~ hi!pter 6 ,,. Construction work

16.

306

Requirement for geotechnical engineer.

Western Power recommends that 'geo-technical engineer' is replaced with a
'competent person' (as assessed by the PCBU) in the General Regulations. While
practically a geotechnical engineer would commonly be engaged , it would be
preferable to have more flexibility for common types of excavation work that
Western Power undertakes on a daily basis.

17.

308

Specific control measure--signage identifying principal contractor
for construction work.

Western Power does not consider that this requirement is practical for linear work
in public spaces. Western Power recommends that this requirement only applies for
non-linear construction work.

~ hapter 7 = Hazardous chemicals

82391070

18.

328

Health monitoring for significant risk.

Western Power recommends 'significant risk' is defined .

19.

376

A person conducting a business or undertaking for whom a
worker is carrying out work for which health monitoring is required

Western Power observes that if the Model Regulation is adopted in the General
Regulations, it would shift responsibility for providing health monitoring reports from
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must give a copy of the health monitoring report relating to a
worker to the regulator as soon as practicable after obtaining the
report if the report contains certain matters.

the medical practitioner to the PCBU . Western Power understands that DMIRS
intends to retain position under the OSH Regulations, of leaving the responsibility
with the medical practitioner. Western Power supports retaining status quo, to
minimise the administrative compliance burden on the PCBU in transitioning to the
General Regulations.

~ hapter 8 - Asbestos

,...
20.

472;484

Requires labelling of asbestos waste in accordance with the
Globally Harmonised System of Classification and Labelling of
Chemicals.

The proposed General Regulations for asbestos are highly prescriptive and new
relative to the requirements in the OSH Regulations. A transitional period will be
required to implement them . For example, Western Power's depot bins will require
relabelling, and asbestos bags may need redesign .

21 .

425

Requires asbestos register for any building built before 31
December 2003.

Western Power opposes this requirement, and recommends alignment to the date
in the OSH Regulations. If the Model Regulation were adopted by the General
Regulations, the date for needing an asbestos register for a building would change
from those constructed before 31 December 1990 to those constructed before 32
December 2003. In absence of compelling evidence for this change, Western
Power considers it would not provide a substantive reduction in risk.

22.

489

Requirement to hold asbestos assessor licence.

A transition period of two years minimum will be required to implement this
licensing regime, as it is different to that provided under the OSH Regulations. In
Western Power's case, it will need to ensure that its asbestos consultants on its

,._
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Environmental Services Panel gain the required assessor licence.

23.

94; 124;
226(3) ;
230;
237(4) ;
262;
303(4) ;
304(5) ;
313(4);
445(4) ;
465(3)(b)
and 505

New requ irements for prescribed documents to be made available
for inspection.

Western Power considers that these requirements support better record keeping
and should be encouraged. However, a transition period is important because this
regulation will require an update of its systems and processes.

~hapter 11 - Miscellaneous

82391070

24.

695

Requires the regulator to publish a notice in the Government
Gazette when an exemption is granted to a class of person.

Western Power does not oppose this regulation, provided it is not applied to require
individual's details and maintains privacy. Western Power considers this will be
helpful to understand industry precedents and potential responses. It would be
helpful DMIRS could clarify how this will interact with other notification and
reporting obligations.

25.

701

Review of decisions under the Act contains a section on stay of
decisions. There is a jurisdictional note allowing for a prescribed

Western Power supports the inclusion of a time period of 7 days, as is currently
provided under the OSH Regulations. Western Power considers that this timeframe
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period to be inserted.

is reasonable to balance safety requirements with decision making and receiving
an appropriate response.

,._

J.. ~
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